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Abstract

Fine-tuning a large language model on down-
stream tasks has become a commonly adopted
process in the Natural Language Processing
(NLP) (Wang et al., 2019). However, such
a process, when associated with the current
transformer-based (Vaswani et al., 2017) archi-
tectures, shows several limitations when the
target task requires to reason with long doc-
uments. In this work, we introduce a novel
hierarchical propagation layer that spreads in-
formation between multiple transformer win-
dows. We adopt a hierarchical approach where
the input is divided in multiple blocks indepen-
dently processed by the scaled dot-attentions
and combined between the successive lay-
ers. We validate the effectiveness of our ap-
proach on three extractive summarization cor-
pora of long scientific papers and news articles.
We compare our approach to standard and
pre-trained language-model-based summariz-
ers and report state-of-the-art results for long
document summarization and comparable re-
sults for smaller document summarization.

1 Introduction

Language model pre-training has become a key
component to improve performances on a major-
ity of Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks
(Wang et al., 2019). Most of the recent competi-
tive architectures (Devlin et al., 2019; Lan et al.,
2020; Liu et al., 2019b; Radford et al., 2018) are
based on the efficient transformer layer introduced
in Vaswani et al. (2017). BERT (Devlin et al.,
2019) is one of these architectures that has been
widely adopted for comprehension and generation
tasks. It is a multi-layer transformer network, pre-
trained with different self-supervised objectives.
Numerous variations of transformer architectures

have been proposed to improve this approach (Lan
et al., 2020; Liu et al., 2019b; Radford et al., 2018).
However, this type of process is only evaluated
on tasks composed of relatively short input text,
GLUE (Wang et al., 2019), SQUAD (Rajpurkar
et al., 2016), SWAG (Zellers et al., 2018). Indeed,
for the tasks that require reasoning with longer doc-
uments, this approach exhibits several limitations.
The transformer self-attention memory quadrati-
cally increases with the number of input tokens,
making it technically impossible to compute on
document-scale sequences. In addition, they usu-
ally require to define a fixed maximum input length,
typically of 512 tokens, at the pre-training stage.

One solution is to pre-train the entire model on
longer sequences. However, this will still require a
massive computation power and will only push the
length limitation further. Other alternatives have
been proposed to extend multi-layer transformers
architectures to longer sequences without modify-
ing this maximum length limitation. The first one
is to limit the input sequence to its first tokens by
removing the text beyond the length limit. Obvi-
ously, it cannot be a reasonable solution to treat
long documents that are consistently longer than
this limit. The second alternative is to apply the
model on a window that slides all over the docu-
ment. It has been used in Wolf et al. (2019) to deal
with SQUAD documents that are longer than the
512 token limitation and in Joshi et al. (2019) for
a co-reference resolution task on long documents.
This approach can only work if the tokens need
to be contextualized only in their surroundings be-
cause there is no interaction between the different
windows. It seems to be a solution for co-reference
resolution (Joshi et al., 2019) as they usually can be
solved with a reasonably sized window. Another
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approach adopted to deal with long documents or
multi-document is to select a sub-sample of the in-
put that is small enough for the transformer model.
Most of the state-of-the-art pipelines on the multi-
hop question answering dataset HotpotQA (Yang
et al., 2018) use a first model to retrieve the relevant
pieces of text before feeding them to a transformer-
based architecture (Fang et al., 2019a; Tu et al.,
2019).

We argue that these solutions are not feasible to
deal with tasks that require a global understand-
ing of long documents. An example is extractive
summarization, where the decision for each sen-
tence should be based on the information of the
complete document. To address these challenges,
we propose a simple adaptation of the multi-layer
transformer architecture that can scale to long doc-
uments and benefit from pre-trained parameters
with a relatively small length limitation. The gen-
eral idea is to independently apply a transformer
network on small blocks of a text, instead of a
long sequence, and to share information among the
blocks between two successive layers. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first attempt to intro-
duce hierarchical components directly between the
layers of a pre-trained model and not only on top of
it (Fang et al., 2019b; Zhang et al., 2019b; Tu et al.,
2020). Between each of the transformer layers, we
use a Bidirectional Gated Recurrent Unit (BiGRU)
network (Cho et al., 2014) to spread global informa-
tion across the blocks. Adding these propagation
layers between the transformer layers preserves
the original structure of the pre-trained model and
makes it possible to transfer parameter weights
from a large pre-trained language model with only
few additional parameters to propagate information
between blocks.

The contributions of this paper can be summa-
rized as follows: (i) we propose a novel architecture
dedicated to long documents which interweaves re-
current hierarchical modules with transformer lay-
ers and which exploits pre-trained language models
like BERT, and (ii) we demonstrate that this archi-
tecture is able to build informative representations
in the context of extractive summarization.

2 Global BERT-based Transformer
Architecture

In this part, we briefly recall the transformer layer
from Vaswani et al. (2017) and its integration in
the BERT model (Devlin et al., 2019). Then we

describe our modifications of this architecture that
allow the model to read longer documents.

Transformers: The transformer architecture,
based on a sequence of transformer layers, has been
initially introduced in Vaswani et al. (2017). The
key idea of this layer is to produce a contextualized
representation of an input sequence of tokens. It is
composed of the succession of a multi-head self-
attention, a first normalizer, a feed-forward neural
network, and a second normalizer. This model,
which has originally been introduced for machine
translation, has then been adopted for most natural
language comprehension tasks. Most of the suc-
cessful approaches (Devlin et al., 2019; Liu et al.,
2019b; Lan et al., 2020) are composed of multiple
stacked transformer layers. In the remainder, we de-
note by T ` the transformation corresponding to the
`th, 1 ≤ ` ≤ L, transformer layer (T ` is a function
from RN×h to RN×h, where N denotes the length
of the sequence and h the hidden dimension).

BERT (Devlin et al., 2019) is a multi-layer
transformer encoder pre-trained on large text cor-
pora. Two BERT architectures have been proposed
in Devlin et al. (2019): BERTBASE composed of
12 stacked transformer layers with hidden dimen-
sion of 768 (L = 12, h = 768) and BERTLARGE
composed of 24 layers of hidden dimension 1024
(L = 24, h = 1024). For both architectures, the
input length is limited to 512 WordPiece tokens
and the pre-training includes two self-supervised
tasks, namely masked language modeling and next
sentence prediction. For masked language model-
ing, 15% of all the WordPiece tokens of the input
sequence are masked or corrupted, and the model
is used to predict the original token with a cross-
entropy loss. For next sentence prediction, the
model is trained as a classifier to predict if two
sentences are contiguous or not. The pre-training
procedure uses the BooksCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015)
and documents from English Wikipedia. It re-
quires 4 days of optimization on 16 TPU chips
for BERTBASE and 64 TPU chips for BERTLARGE.

2.1 Stacked Propagation Layers

We propose a hierarchical structure that uses pre-
trained transformers to encode local text blocks that
will be used to compute document level representa-
tions. The novel contribution of this work, depicted
in Figure 1, is to incorporate recurrent hierarchical
modules between the different transformer layers
and not only on top of the model, as proposed in
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Figure 1: Our proposed modification of a multi-layer transformer architecture. The input sequence is composed
of K blocks of tokens. Each transformer layer is applied within the blocks, and a bidirectional GRU network
propagates information in the whole document by updating the [CLS] representation of each block.

several recent works (Fang et al., 2019b; Zhang
et al., 2019b; Tu et al., 2020). Because we con-
struct and propagate document level information
between the layers, global and local information
are fused at every level of the architecture. The text
blocks can be sentences, paragraphs, or sections.
We experiment using sentences as blocks because
it generally does not exceed the maximum length
allowed by pre-trained models and because BERT
has demonstrated to be well adapted to represent
such sequences.

We start by splitting the original sequence into
multiple blocks. LetD be a document composed of
K blocks, D = {B1;B2; · · · ;BK} where a block
Bk, 1 ≤ k ≤ K, is composed of nk tokens. To fol-
low the convention of BERT, special tokens [CLS]
and [SEP] are respectively added at the beginning
and end of each block of the document, so that:
Bk = {[CLS];xk,1;xk,2; · · ·xk,nk

; [SEP]} where
xk,i is the index of the WordPiece token i of block
k. In the remainder, the index 0 (resp. nk + 1) will
be used to refer to the representation of the [CLS]
(resp. [SEP]) token in each block.

Embedding Layer Because our goal is to reuse
the available pre-trained BERT parameters, token
representations are kept the same as in the original
BERT and are composed of a token embedding, a
segment embedding, and a positional encoding that
represents the position of the token in its block. We
will denote by Ek (Ek ∈ R(nk+2)×h, 1 ≤ k ≤ K)
the embedding representation of block k.

Propagation Layers Our model is composed

of L stacked identical hierarchical layers, called
propagation layers, that comprise a transformer
layer, a BiGRU to propagate information across
blocks and, finally, a feed-forward network. For
any layer `, 1 ≤ ` ≤ L, let U `

k ∈ R(nk+2)×h be
the representation of block k after the (` − 1)th

layer, the representation for the first layer being
initialized with the output of the embedding layer:
U1
k = Ek, ∀k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}. We first apply the

pre-trained transformer function T ` individually
on each block of the document to compute local,
token-aware representations V `

k ∈ R(nk+2)×h:

V `
k = T `(U `

k), ∀k ∈ {1, · · · ,K}.

The next step is to propagate information across
all the blocks of the document in order to compute a
global block-aware representation for the document
at layer `, denoted by W ` ∈ RK×h, 1 ≤ k ≤ K.
To do so, we use a BiGRU network, fed with the
representation vectors of the different blocks, and
apply a feed-forward neural network to preserve the
hidden dimension of the transformer. Each block
k is represented by its [CLS] vector, i.e., the vector
(represented by V `

k,0 ∈ Rh) at the first position in
the local representation of the block. These repre-
sentations are then concatenated to form the input
to the BiGRU. The global, block-aware representa-
tion is then computed by applying the feed-forward
neural network (FFNN) to all K outputs of the
BiGRU:

W `
k = FFNN(BiGRUk([V

`
1,0; · · · ;V `

K,0])),
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avg. doc length avg. summary length
Datasets sentences words sentences words

arXiv 204 5038 5.6 165
PubMed 88 3235 6.8 205
CNN/DM 32 757 4.1 57

Table 1: Statistics on arXiv, PubMed and
CNN/DailyMail validation datasets in terms of
documents and summary lengths.

where BiGRUk denotes the kth output of the Bi-
GRU and [; ] is the concatenation operation.

At this stage, we have computed, for a given doc-
ument, local block representations V `

k (1 ≤ k ≤
K) and a global representation W `. We combine
them to build the output representation of the layer:

U `+1
k = [W `

k ;V
`
k,1; · · · ;V `

k,nk+1], 1 ≤ k ≤ K.

As one can note, U `+1
k ∈ R(nk+2)×h is a rep-

resentation of block k in which the [CLS] vector
representation has been enriched with document
level information propagated from other blocks.
U `+1
k is then used as input for the next propagation

layer.

2.2 Output Layer

In this work, we validate our approach on the task
of extractive summarization described in Section
3. This task can be considered as a binary classifi-
cation problem where each block has to be labeled
as selected or not. We use a feed-forward neural
network followed by a Softmax function on the top
of the block level representations after the last layer
L to compute Y ∈ RK×2.

Yk = Softmax(FFNN(WL+1
k )).

Using a recurrent architecture to propagate informa-
tion between blocks has two interesting properties.
First, it allows our model to scale to long sequences
of blocks without using an attention mechanism
that would not scale. Second, it does not require to
implement any positional encoding on block repre-
sentations.

3 Experiments

We evaluate our approach, which we refer to as
GBT-EXTSUM (for ‘Global BERT-based Trans-
former for Extractive Summarization’), in the con-
text of extractive summarization, the goal of which
being to identify and extract from a document the

pieces of text that are the most important (Kupiec
et al., 1995). We view this task as a sentence-
level classification problem where each sentence
has to be labeled according to its belonging to the
summary or not. To validate the effectiveness of
our approach, we propose to test it on three sum-
marization datasets, namely ArXiv, PubMed and
CNN/DailyMail:

• The ArXiv and Pubmed datasets have been
introduced in Cohan et al. (2018). They con-
tain long scientific documents from arXiv.

org and PubMed.com and use their abstracts
as the ground-truth summaries. We use
the original splits that respectively contain
203,037/6,436/6,440 samples in the train-
ing, validation, and test sets for arXiv, and
119,924/6,633/6,658 for PubMed.

• The CNN/DailyMail dataset contains news
articles associated with short summaries. We
use the splits of Hermann et al. (2015), where
entities have not been anonymized. This
dataset contains 287,226 training samples,
13,368 validation samples, and 11,490 test
samples.

Table 1 presents some statistics on these three
datasets. As one can note, for the scientific articles,
the average number of tokens in the documents
to summarize is way beyond the capabilities of a
standard transformer pre-trained with BERT.

3.1 Evaluation Metrics
We evaluate the quality of the extracted sum-
maries using the ROUGE metric (Lin, 2004), and
more particularly ROUGE-1 (overlap of unigrams),
ROUGE-2 (overlap of bigrams), ROUGE-3 (over-
lap of trigrams) and ROUGE-L (longest common
subsequence between the produced summary and
the gold-standard one).

3.2 Label Generation
In order to train extractive summarizers, one needs
annotations in the form of sentence-level binary
labels. To compute such annotations, we follow
the work of Kedzie et al. (2018) and label all sen-
tences by greedily optimizing the ROUGE-1 score
of the extracted summary against the gold-standard
summary associated with each article. These la-
bels are only used at training time, the evaluation
of the extracted summaries being done against the
gold-standard summaries provided in the datasets.

arXiv.org
arXiv.org
PubMed.com
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PubMed arXiv

Summarizer RG-1 RG-2 RG-3 RG-L RG-1 RG-2 RG-3 RG-L

Oracle 58.15 34.16 24.11 52.99 57.78 30.43 18.41 51.24
Lead 37.77 13.35 7.64 34.31 35.54 9.50 3.33 31.19

A
bs

tr
ac

tiv
e

or
M

ix

Attn-Seq2Seq (Nallapati et al., 2016) 31.55 8.52 7.05 27.38 29.30 6.00 1.77 25.56
Pntr-Gen-Seq2Seq (See et al.) 35.86 10.22 7.60 29.69 32.06 9.04 2.15 25.16
Discourse summarizer (Cohan et al., 2018) 38.93 15.37 9.97 35.21 35.80 11.05 3.62 31.80
TLM-I+E (G,M) (Subramanian et al., 2019) 42.13 16.27 8.82 39.21 41.62 14.69 6.16 38.03
DANCER PEGASUS (Gidiotis and Tsoumakas, 2020) 46.34 19.97 - 42.42 45.01 17.60 - 40.56
PEGASUS (Zhang et al., 2019a) 45.97 20.15 - 28.25 44.21 16.95 - 25.67
BIGBIRD-Pegasus (Zaheer et al., 2020) 46.32 20.65 - 42.33 46.63 19.02 - 41.77

E
xt

ra
ct

iv
e

SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007) 37.15 11.36 5.42 33.43 29.47 6.95 2.36 26.30
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004) 39.19 13.89 7.27 34.59 33.85 10.73 4.54 28.99
LSA (Steinberger and Jezek, 2004) 33.89 9.93 5.04 29.70 29.91 7.42 3.12 25.67
Sent-CLF (Subramanian et al., 2019) 45.01 19.91 12.13 41.16 34.01 8.71 2.99 30.41
Sent-PTR (Subramanian et al., 2019) 43.30 17.92 10.67 39.47 42.32 15.63 7.49 38.06
Bert Ranker (Nogueira and Cho, 2019) 43.67 18.00 10.74 39.22 41.65 13.88 5.92 36.40
BERTSUMEXT (Liu and Lapata, 2019b) 41.09 15.51 8.64 36.85 41.24 13.01 5.26 36.10
BERTSUMEXT (SW) (Liu and Lapata, 2019b) 45.01 20.00 12.05 40.43 42.93 15.08 6.01 37.22
Longformer-Ext (Beltagy et al., 2020) 43.75 17.37 10.18 39.71 45.24 16.88 8.06 40.03
Reformer-Ext (Kitaev et al., 2020) 42.32 15.91 9.02 38.26 43.26 14.86 6.66 38.10
GBT-EXTSUM (Ours) 46.87 20.19 12.11 42.68 48.08 19.21 9.58 42.68

Table 2: Summarization results on PubMed and arXiv. Except for BERT-based approaches, for Reformer-Ext and
for Longformer-Ext, which we have reimplemented, the results of the baselines are taken from their associated
paper as well as from Cohan et al. (2018). Bold results correspond to the best scores of extractive summarizers.

3.3 Baseline Models

We compare our approach to several well known
published methods described below. These meth-
ods include SumBasic (Vanderwende et al., 2007),
LexRank (Erkan and Radev, 2004), LSA (Stein-
berger and Jezek, 2004), Attn-Seq2Seq (Nallapati
et al., 2016), Pntr-Gen-Seq2Seq (See et al.) and
Discourse-aware summarizer (Cohan et al., 2018).
The results for these models are the ones reported
in the paper (Cohan et al., 2018). We also report
the results of Sent-CLF and Sent-PTR, which are
hierarchical sentence pointer and classifier, TLM-
I+E (G,M) a mixed extractive/generative trans-
former language model from Subramanian et al.
(2019), BIGBIRD (Zaheer et al., 2020), PEGASUS
(Zhang et al., 2019a) and DANCER (Gidiotis and
Tsoumakas, 2020) which are three abstractive meth-
ods. Lastly, we developed several baseline models
based on BERT, Longformer (Beltagy et al., 2020)
and Reformer (Kitaev et al., 2020):

BERT Ranker: We used a BERT ranker, sim-
ilar to Nogueira and Cho (2019) in which each
sentence of the document is processed individu-
ally. We apply BERT on each sentence1 and use a
Sigmoid layer, the input of which consists of the

1This is possible as no sentence exceeds BERT token limi-
tation.

[CLS] representation of the sentence, to model the
probability of the sentence to be selected.

BERTSUMEXT has been introduced in Liu and
Lapata (2019b). This model is an adaptation of
BERT for extractive summarization. Because this
model takes as input the concatenation of all the
tokens of the document, it cannot scale to the arXiv
and PubMed datasets. We propose two variants:
the first one is to take as input only the first 800 to-
kens of the document, as suggested in the original
paper. This solution is displayed as BERTSUMEXT

in Table 2. The second is to apply BERTSUMEXT

per sliding windows on the original document and
to use, as a token representation, its representation
in the window that maximizes its surrounding con-
text. We name this sliding window implementation
BERTSUMEXT (SW) in Table 2.

Longformer-Ext and Reformer-Ext: The
Longformer and Reformer models were respec-
tively introduced by Beltagy et al. (2020) and Ki-
taev et al. (2020). They both propose an adaptation
of the Transformer self-attention that scale to long
sequences. We add the same classification head
as the one used in our model on top of the contex-
tualized representation of the first token of each
sentence to label them as selected or not in the
summary.
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We also present the Oracle extractive results as
an upper bound as well as the Lead baseline (which
respectively select the first 3, 6, 7 sentences for
CNN/DailyMail, arXiv and PubMed datasets). Sev-
eral models are reported only on CNN/DailyMail
dataset and not on arXiv/Pubmed as they do not
scale to long documents.

3.4 Implementation details

We run all our experiments using the Pytorch li-
brary (Paszke et al., 2019). We built our model
using the ”bert-base-uncase”2 version of BERT
and its implementation in the HuggingFace library
(Wolf et al., 2019). Our architecture is composed
of L = 12 propagation layers with a transformer
hidden dimension of h = 768. The hidden di-
mension of the BiGRU is set to 384 and we share
its parameters among all the propagation layers.
The FFNN inside the propagation layers maps the
output of the BiGRU of dimension 2 × 384 to a
vector of dimension 768. The FFNN of the output
layer is a binary classifier that projects the sentence
representations of dimension 768 to an output of
dimension 2. We fine-tuned our model on the cross-
entropy loss, for 5 epochs on 4 GPUs V100 and
use Adam optimizer (Kingma and Ba, 2015) with
the initial learning rate set to 3× 10−5, β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, no learning rate warmup and a linear
decay of the learning rate. We describe implemen-
tation details of BERTSUMEXT, Longformer-Ext
and Reformer-Ext baselines in the Supplementary
Material, Appendix A.

We used Trigram Blocking to avoid the repetition
of trigrams in the extracted summaries as suggested
in Paulus et al. (2018). Given the extracted sum-
mary so far, we only added candidate sentences
that had no overlapping trigram with the current
summary. We limited the summary to 3 sentences
for the CNN/DailyMail dataset, 6 sentences for
arXiv, and 7 for PubMed.

3.5 Results

Our main results are shown in Tables 2 and 3. On
the arXiv and PubMed datasets, our model out-
performs the baseline models on almost all of the
reported metrics. Our approach manages to summa-
rize long documents while preserving informative-
ness (evaluated by ROUGE-1) and fluency (evalu-
ated by ROUGE-L) of the summaries. In addition

2https://github.com/google-research/
bert

Model R-1 R-2 R-L

Oracle 56.22 33.74 52.19
Lead-3 40.11 17.54 36.32

LATENT (Zhang et al., 2018) 41.05 18.77 37.54
NEUSUM (Zhou et al., 2018) 41.59 19.01 37.98
SUMO (Liu et al., 2019a) 41.00 18.40 37.20
TransformerExt (Liu and Lapata, 2019b) 40.90 18.02 37.17
MASK-LMglobal (Chang et al., 2019) 41.2 19.1 37.6
PNBERT (Zhong et al., 2019) 42.69 19.60 38.85
BERT-ext + RL (Bae et al., 2019) 42.76 19.87 39.11
HIBERTM (Zhang et al., 2019b) 42.37 19.95 38.83
BERTSUMEXT (Liu and Lapata, 2019b) 43.25 20.24 39.63
BERTSUMEXT w/o interval embedding 43.20 20.22 39.59
BERTSUMEXT (large) 43.85 20.34 39.90
MatchSum (RoBERTa) (Zhong et al., 2020) 44.41 20.86 40.55
Reformer-Ext (Kitaev et al., 2020) 38.85 16.46 35.16
Longformer-Ext (Beltagy et al., 2020) 43.00 20.20 39.30
GBT-EXTSUM (Ours) 42.93 19.81 39.20

Table 3: Comparison of ROUGE scores on
CNN/DailyMail wrt extractive models. All re-
sults are taken from original papers but Reformer-Ext
and Longformer-Ext which we have reimplemented.

to the previously published methods, our approach
also improves over the BERT-based, Longformer-
Ext and Reformer-Ext baselines we have developed.
Among them, BERTSUMEXT, which focuses on a
truncated version of the document, is the less ef-
fective. As documents are significantly longer than
the 800 tokens limitation of this model, this result
is not surprising. The sliding window adaptation
of this model, that allows it to scale to long docu-
ments, is the one that achieves results that are the
most comparable to ours. Our approach still out-
performs this adaptation, demonstrating that sum-
maries require to propagate information beyond a
single BERT window.

On the CNN/DailyMail dataset, one can see
that our model outperforms all the models that
do not use pre-trained parameters. This includes
several transformer-based and hierarchical mod-
els. However, while having comparable results,
we do not achieve stronger performance than the
current extractive state of the art from Zhong et al.
(2020). This is not surprising as the majority of
the CNN/DailyMail examples contains their ora-
cle summary sentences in the first positions of the
articles, as shown in the Supplementary Material,
Appendix B.

Lastly, we evaluate the impact of several ele-
ments of our proposed model in Table 4. We
first study the influence of the underlying lan-
guage model by considering both RoBERTa (Liu
et al., 2019b) and PEGASUS (Zhang et al.,
2019a) pre-trained models, respectively referred
to as GBT-EXTSUM-RoBERTa and GBT-EXTSUM-

https://github.com/google-research/bert
https://github.com/google-research/bert
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PubMed arXiv
Model R-1 R-2 R-L R-1 R-2 R-L

GBT-EXTSUM 46.87 20.19 42.68 48.08 19.21 42.68

GBT-EXTSUM-RoBERTa 46.02 19.29 41.84 47.42 18.62 42.03
GBT-EXTSUM-PEGASUS 44.11 17.34 40.03 43.50 15.35 38.41

GBT-EXTSUM-NoShare 46.84 20.19 42.63 48.11 19.30 42.75

GBT-EXTSUM-AveragePool 45.24 18.13 40.94 45.71 17.36 40.43
GBT-EXTSUM-Transformer 46.46 19.62 42.17 47.64 18.82 42.22

Table 4: Analysis of the influence of different key com-
ponents of our proposed architecture.

PEGASUS. As one can see, the results show
that BERT-base architecture performs best in
terms of ROUGE scores on both arXiv and
PubMed. One major difference between PEGA-
SUS and BERT/RoBERTA pre-trained models is
that BERT/RoBERTA are only encoders while PE-
GASUS is a pre-trained encoder/decoder architec-
ture. This could explain why BERT/RoBERTA
outperform PEGASUS on extractive summariza-
tion tasks. We then compare an alternative of our
implementation of GBT-EXTSUM in which the pa-
rameters of the BiGRU are not shared among all the
propagation layers (GBT-EXTSUM-NoShare) and
found no clear difference with the version in which
the parameters are shared. Lastly, we compare
three architectures of propagation layers, including
an average pooling of the [CLS] representations
of the sentences, a Transformer layer between the
[CLS] tokens (associated to a block position em-
bedding), and a BiGRU layer. Among these three
layers, the average pooling layer, which introduces
no additional trainable parameters, performs the
worst. Furthermore, the BiGRU layer slightly out-
performs the Transformer layer in terms of ROUGE
scores.

Analysis. In Figure 2, we compare the R-1 score
of several models regarding the number of words
in the source documents. One can see that GBT-
EXTSUM consistently outperforms BERTSUMEXT

(SW), Reformer-Ext and Longformer-Ext regard-
less of the number of words in the source docu-
ments.

We present in Table 5 two example summaries of
a document from the PubMed test set (Kamio et al.,
2009), respectively obtained by GBT-EXTSUM and
BERTSUMEXT (SW). The numbers in the margin
indicate the position of the sentences in the orig-
inal document, which is composed of a total of
78 sentences. As one can observe, GBT-EXTSUM

extracts sentences from various parts of the docu-
ment whereas BERTSUMEXT (SW) mostly focuses
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Figure 2: Average R-1 scores of extracted summaries
according to the number of words in the input docu-
ments from arXiv test dataset.

on the beginning of the document. Among the
sentences selected by the two models, the most
meaningful one, in terms of ROUGE, is the last
one selected by GBT-EXTSUM. This sentence ap-
pears at position 66, in the last section (Discussion)
of the original paper. In contrast, BERTSUMEXT

(SW) proposes sentences that are less relevant for
summarization purposes. Additional summaries of
the PubMed and arXiv articles are provided in the
Supplementary Material, Appendices C and D.

To analyse the influence of the positions of the
sentences in the input document, we present in
Figure 3 the histograms of the positions of the sen-
tences of the Oracle summary as well as that of
the predicted positions of different models, on the
PubMed test set. One can see that if most rele-
vant sentences appear at the beginning of a docu-
ment, other Oracle sentences are still relevant fur-
ther down the document. GBT-EXTSUM is the
model that behaves the most closely to the Oracle,
followed by BERTSUMEXT (SW), Reformer-Ext
and Longformer-Ext. These last two models tend
to over-select sentences from the beginning while
focusing less on the ones appearing later in the
document. Our model remains influenced by the
sentence position but is still able to select sentences
from all over the document and is closer to the Or-
acle distribution.

4 Related Work

Hierarchical neural architectures have been
competitive on a collection of NLP tasks that re-
quire to reason over long or multiple documents
such as aspect-based sentiment analysis (Paulus
et al., 2018), document summarization (Cheng and
Lapata, 2016), document segmentation (Koshorek
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purpose : to investigate whether the glc3a locus harboring the cyp1b1 gene is associated with normal tension glaucoma ( ntg ) in japanese
patients.materials and methods : one hundred forty two japanese patients with ntg and 101 japanese healthy controls were recruited .
patients exhibiting a comparatively early onset were selected as this suggests that genetic factors may show stronger involvement .
genotyping and assessment of allelic diversity was performed on 13 highly polymorphic microsatellite markers in and around the glc3a
locus.results:there were decreased frequencies of the 444 allele of d2s0416i and the 258 allele of d2s0425i in cases compared to controls (
p = 0.022 and p = 0.034 , respectively ) .
however , this statistical significance disappeared when corrected ( pc > 0.05 ) .
we did not find any significant association between the remaining 11 microsatellite markers , including d2s177 , which may be associated
with cyp1b1 , and ntg ( p > 0.05). conclusions : our study showed no association between the glca3 locus and ntg , suggesting that the
cyp1b1 gene , which is reportedly involved in a range of glaucoma phenotypes , may not be an associated factor in the pathogenesis of ntg .

G
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1- primary open angle glaucoma ( poag ) is the most common type of glaucoma .

15- we excluded individuals who were diagnosed under 20 or over 60 years of age and who had 8.0 d or higher myopic refractive error of
spherical equivalence .

17- the cases exhibiting a comparatively early onset were selected as they suggest that genetic factors may show stronger involvement . during
diagnosis ,

30- the probability of association was corrected by the bonferroni inequality method , ie , by multiplying the obtained p values with the number
of alleles compared .

63-
only two adjacent markers , d2s0416i and d2s0425i , were significantly positive , as shown in table 2 , and the frequency of the 444 allele
of d2s0416i and the 258 allele of d2s0425i were decreased in cases compared to controls ( p = 0.022 , or = 0.59 and p = 0.034 , or = 0.42 ,
respectively ) .

66-
the purpose of this study was to investigate whether the glc3a locus is associated with ntg in japanese subjects , based on results from recent
studies reporting that the cyp1b1 gene , located at the glc3a locus on chromosome 2p21 , could be a causative gene in poag as well as pcg .
to this end , we genotyped 13 microsatellite markers in and around the glc3a locus . here
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T
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T
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W
)

1- primary open angle glaucoma ( poag ) is the most common type of glaucoma .

2-

normal tension glaucoma ( ntg ) is an important subset of poag ; while many poag patients have high iop,1 patients with ntg have statistically
normal iop.24 the prevalence of ntg is higher among the japanese population than among caucasians , and recent studies reported that 92%
of poag patients in japan had ntg.58 the diagnosis of glaucoma is based on a combination of factors including optic nerve damage and
specific field defects for which iop is the only treatable risk factor .

7- of these subjects , 142 were diagnosed with ntg , and 101 were control subjects .

20- genomic dna was extracted using the qiaamp dna blood mini kit ( qiagen , hilden , germany ) or the guanidine method . in this association
study , we selected 13 highly polymorphic microsatellite markers that are located in and around the glc3a locus as shown in figure 1 .

28- the number of microsatellite repeats was estimated automatically using the genescan 672 software ( applied biosystems ) by the local
southern method with a size marker of gs500 tamra ( applied biosystems ) .

22- polymerase chain reaction ( pcr ) was performed in a reaction mixture with a total volume of 12.5 l containing pcr buffer , genomic dna ,
0.2 mm dinucleotide triphosphates ( dntps ) , 0.5 m primers , and 0.35 u taq polymerase .

Table 5: An example of summary produced by our method compared to the gold summary and one produced by
BERTSUMEXT (SW). With a red scale, we highlight the sentences with the highest ROUGE score when evaluated
against the abstract. We show in the margin the position of the extracted sentence in the document. This document
(Kamio et al., 2009) is 78 sentences long.

et al., 2018) and text classification (Yang et al.,
2016). The hierarchical structure enables the model
to learn local contextualized token representations
in its lower hierarchy level, while higher-level rep-
resentations can capture long-distance dependen-
cies within the document. Liu and Lapata (2019a)
have proposed a hierarchical modification of the
transformer layer-based attention modules to model
relations between documents for abstractive sum-
marization but do not investigate parameter trans-
fer form pre-trained language models. Chang et al.
(2019) and Zhang et al. (2019b) suggested pre-
training processes for hierarchical models, without
however testing their approaches on long docu-
ment summarization nor releasing their pre-trained
models. We have not included these models in our
comparison for this reason. Transformer-XH (Zhao
et al., 2020) introduced an eXtra Hop attention to
model dependencies between different transformer

windows but requires a graph of related documents.

Long-Document Transformers: Multiple stud-
ies have investigated different self-attention mech-
anisms to extend transformers to long documents.
Transformer-XL (Dai et al., 2019) introduced a re-
currence between successive transformer windows
which run from left to right through the document,
preventing global information to bidirectionally
flow through the document. Other approaches de-
sign the self-attention as a sparse layer, as sparse
transformers (Child et al., 2019) or the recently pro-
posed Longformer and BIGBIRD models (Beltagy
et al., 2020; Zaheer et al., 2020). One major differ-
ence with our work is that these models compute
the attention only between a limited set of ran-
domly or a priori chosen tokens. Reformer (Kitaev
et al., 2020) also tackles the problem of language
modeling for long sequences, but it does so by
computing the self-attention only between similar
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Figure 3: Proportion of the extracted sentences ac-
cording to their position in the input document from
PubMed test dataset.

tokens, based on locality-sensitive hashing.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have introduced a novel
transformer-based model for long document sum-
marization based on propagation layers that spread
information between multiple transformer win-
dows. This model preserves the architecture of
commonly used pre-trained language models, thus
allowing the transfer of parameters. An evaluation,
conducted on top of the BERT model in the con-
text of an extractive summarization task, further
revealed its effectiveness in dealing with long docu-
ments compared to other adaptations of BERT and
previously proposed models. In the future, we plan
to adapt our model to other tasks that require under-
standing long documents, as question-answering
and document-scale machine translation.
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A Baselines: Implementation Details

BERTSUMEXT: For all experiments with
BERTSUMEXT, we started with the original
implementation3 and adapted the code to build the
sliding windows version. This implementation
leverage bert-base-uncased pre-trained model and
its associated hyperparameters. We use windows of
width 800 with an overlap of 300 tokens between
two following windows. If a sentence is in multiple
windows, we select its [CLS] representation in the
window that maximizes the number of surrounding
tokens. We finetune the model for 5 epochs using
Adam optimizer with an initial learning rate of
1× 10−5, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999.

Longformer-Ext: We built the Longformer-Ext
baseline from the Longformer implementation
released by HuggingFace4. We use the official
longformer-base-4096 pre-trained model trained
by AllenAI5. This model is based on RoBERTa-
base and its associated hyperparameters. To
increase the maximal position embedding, we drop
the pre-trained positional embedding parameters
and train a novel token embedding layer to
scale Longformer-Ext input up to 12294 tokens.
This model computes a sliding self-attention
with a window size of 512 tokens on all its 12
Transformer layers. We finetune the model for
5 epochs with only local attention because of
memory constraints, using Adam optimizer with
an initial learning rate of 1 × 10−5, β1 = 0.9,
β2 = 0.999, no learning rate warmup and a linear
decay of the learning rate.

Reformer-Ext: We started from the HuggingFace
implementation of Reformer to build Reformer-Ext
baseline. We use a Reformer configuration
composed of six layers of attention. We use
Locality-Sensitive Hashing Attention with 128
buckets on the input sequence and Local Self-
attention on chunks of 64 tokens. We use hidden
sates of dimension 256, a feed-forward layer
of dimension 512, and 12 attention heads in
Transformer encoders. We train this model for
5 epochs using Adam optimizer with an initial
learning rate of 1 × 10−5, β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999,
no learning rate warmup and a linear decay of the

3https://github.com/nlpyang/PreSumm
4https://github.com/huggingface/

transformers
5https://github.com/allenai/longformer

learning rate.

B Datasets Statistics

Figure 4 presents the distribution of the document
lengths in arXiv, PubMed and CNN/DailyMail, af-
ter tokenization with pretrained BERT-base tok-
enizer. It also provides the histograms of the po-
sition of the [CLS] tokens of the Oracle sentences
in input documents. One can see that the three
datasets contain an important number of documents
longer than 512 tokens, the standard length limi-
tation of pre-trained language models. However,
one can also notice that CNN/DailyMail contains
a large part of its Oracle sentences within this first
window of 512 tokens. As a consequence, a model
that is not able to ”read” beyond this limitation is
not penalized. It is also a reason why Lead baseline
is quite strong on this dataset. On the contrary, on
arXiv and PubMed, one can see that a large part of
Oracle sentences occur beyond this 512 windows.
This explains why models capable of reading long
sequences are required to achieve good results on
these datasets.

https://github.com/nlpyang/PreSumm
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/huggingface/transformers
https://github.com/allenai/longformer
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Figure 4: Document lengths after tokenization with pretrained BERT-base tokenizer and position of the [CLS]
tokens of Oracle sentences in the input documents.
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aim . to investigate incidental adrenal enlargement clinical characteristics and functional status and analyze functional lesion risk factors .
materials and methods .
this retrospective study included 578 patients with adrenal imaging features showing enlargement .
incidental adrenal enlargement cases ( 78 ) were considered eligible .
demographics , functional diagnosis , adrenal imaging features , and concomitant diseases were analyzed .
results .
the number of adrenal enlargements and proportion of incidental adrenal enlargement increased each year .
mean patient age was 50.32 years .
thirty - nine cases had unilateral enlargement on the left side and 3 on the right side ; 36 had bilateral enlargement .
routine medical checkup was found to have the greatest chance ( 43.59% ) of revealing clinical onsets leading to discovery .
biochemical and functional evaluation revealed 54 ( 69.23% ) cases of nonfunctional lesions , 12 ( 15.38% ) of subclinical cushing syndrome
, 6 ( 7.69% ) of primary hyperaldosteronism , 1 ( 1.28% ) of metastasis , and 5 ( 6.41% ) of unknown functional status .
nodular adrenal enlargement ( or , 7.306 ; 95% ci , 1.72728.667 ;
p = 0.006 ) was a risk factor for functional lesions .
age and lesion location were not significant factors .
conclusion .
incidental adrenal enlargement is a frequent radiographic finding and is accompanied by diverse clinical factors that require proper evalua-
tion and management .
nodular adrenal enlargement was a risk factor .
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8- data retrieved included patient demographics , final functional diagnosis , adrenal imaging features , and concomitant diseases .

14- smooth enlargement was defined as enlargement of the gland with a smooth contour and no measureable or diffuse nodules . after obtaining
patient history and physical examination , all patients underwent biochemical evaluation to assess their functional status .

16- patients with an aldosterone - rennin ratio ( arr ) > 20 underwent any 1 of 3 confirmatory tests ( saline infusion , captopril challenge , or
postural stimulation ) to confirm or exclude definitively primary hyperaldosteronism ( pa ) .

25- as shown in table 1 , routine medical checkup was found to have the greatest chance ( 43.59% ) of revealing clinical onsets leading to the
discovery of adrenal enlargement .

29- nodular adrenal enlargement ( or 7.306 ; 95% ci , 1.72728.667 ; p = 0.006 ) was the risk factor for functional lesions .

31- our study shows that the proportion of incidental adrenal enlargement has gradually increased by year .

46- acth - independent macronodular hyperplasia ( aimah ) and primary pigmented nodular adrenal hyperplasia often manifest as adrenal
hyperplasia . the clinical features of aimah tended to be atypical .
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4-
it is a common term for a variety of adrenal disorders , but its cause must be properly assessed so that patients needing treatment , such as
those with hormone hypersecretion or malignant disease , can receive appropriate care . however , there is a lack of literature on functional
status and its follow - up to provide comprehensive insight to these findings .

5- patients with incidental adrenal enlargement were evaluated in a tertiary referral hospital with endocrinological departments in china .

7- this retrospective study included 578 patients with adrenal imaging features showing adrenal enlargement who were hospitalized at the
department of endocrinology in pla general hospital ( beijing , china ) between january 1993 and july 2013 .

29- nodular adrenal enlargement ( or 7.306 ; 95% ci , 1.72728.667 ; p = 0.006 ) was the risk factor for functional lesions .

36- in addition , smooth enlargement was more common , in 53 ( 83% ) cases , and together these statistics reflect the likelihood that adrenal
enlargement will be bilateral , smooth , and found in men .

37- however , our study did not show this tendency , likely because the research goals and thus , study populations , differed between the 2
studies .

38- ’s study aimed to explore prevalence , while the present study aimed to evaluate functional status .
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background and objective .
antimicrobial resistance is now a major challenge to clinicians for treating patients .
hence , this short term study was undertaken to detect the incidence of multidrug - resistant ( mdr ) , extensively drug - resistant ( xdr ) ,
and pandrug - resistant ( pdr ) bacterial isolates in a tertiary care hospital .
material and methods .
the clinical samples were cultured and bacterial strains were identified in the department of microbiology .
the antibiotic susceptibility profile of different bacterial isolates was studied to detect mdr , xdr , and pdr bacteria .
results . the antibiotic susceptibility profile of 1060 bacterial strains was studied .
393 ( 37.1% ) bacterial strains were mdr , 146 ( 13.8% ) strains were xdr , and no pdr was isolated .
all ( 100% ) gram negative bacterial strains were sensitive to colistin whereas all ( 100% ) gram positive bacterial strains were sensitive to
vancomycin .
conclusion .
close monitoring of mdr , xdr , or even pdr must be done by all clinical microbiology laboratories to implement effective measures to reduce
the menace of antimicrobial resistance .
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5- multidrug resistant ( mdr ) was defined as acquired nonsusceptibility to at least one agent in three or more antimicrobial categories .
extensively drug

36- no mdr or xdr strain was isolated from streptococcus sp . all ( 100% ) gram positive cocci were sensitive to vancomycin and linezolid .

38- e. coli was the commonest isolate 261 ( 35% ) , followed by pseudomonas aeruginosa 212 ( 28.4% ) .

40-
out of 200 klebsiella pneumoniae strains isolated , 75 ( 37.5% ) and 25 ( 12.5% ) were detected as mdr and xdr , respectively . out of 42
acinetobacter and other nonfermenter species isolated , 19 ( 45.2% ) and 8 ( 19% ) were mdr and xdr strains , respectively . amongst 250
gnb - mdr strains isolated ,

62- , it has been reported that most frequent mdr pathogens were pseudomonas aeruginosa followed by e. coli .

67-
unless and until multidrug resistant organisms are detected and their incidence is known , the strategies for their control can not be adopted
properly in healthcare setup . hence , detection , prevention of transmission of mdros by following infection control practices , antimicrobial
surveillance , and stewardship are need of the hour .

69- we hereby conclude that early detection and close monitoring of mdr , xdr , or even pdr bacterial strains must be started by all clinical
microbiology laboratories to reduce the menace of antimicrobial resistance which is now a global problem .
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10- the bacterial strains were isolated from different clinical samples and were identified by conventional methods .

17-
methicillin resistant staphylococcus aureus ( mrsa ) strains were detected by meca - mediated oxacillin resistance using cefoxitin disk ( 30
g ) on mueller hinton ( mh ) agar plate inoculated with test strains as per standard disk diffusion recommendations and incubated at 3335c
for 1618 hours .

20- an increase in diameter of 5 mm with ceftazidime plus clavulanic acid as compared to ceftazidime disk alone was considered positive for
esbl detection .

36- no mdr or xdr strain was isolated from streptococcus sp . all ( 100% ) gram positive cocci were sensitive to vancomycin and linezolid .

38- e. coli was the commonest isolate 261 ( 35% ) , followed by pseudomonas aeruginosa 212 ( 28.4% ) .

65-
the limitation of this study is that this is a single center study for only three - month period in a tertiary care hospital in central india . to
reflect the trend of infections caused by mdr and xdr strains of bacteria in the region , a multicenter study involving all types of healthcare
setups for a minimum period of one year
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background suicide is a grave public health issue that is responsible for a high mortality rate among individuals aged 1544 years .
attitudes toward suicide among medical staff members have been associated with appropriate therapeutic responses to suicidal individuals .
the aim of this study was to examine the effects of parental rearing on attitudes toward suicide among japanese medical college stu-
dents.methodswe examined the association between parental bonding and attitudes toward suicide in 160 medical college students in japan
.
the parental bonding instrument was used to assess the attitudes and behaviors of parents .
the attitudes toward suicide were evaluated using the japanese version of the attitudes toward suicide questionnaire.resultsthe mean age of
the subjects was 25.24.0 years old .
the majority of the participants in our study agreed that anyone could commit suicide ( 88.8% ) and that suicide is preventable ( 86.3% ) .
after adjusting for age and sex , multivariate regression analysis revealed that maternal care approached a statistically significant association
with the right to suicide attitude . under the same conditions ,
maternal care was shown to be significantly associated with the common occurrence attitude .
no other significant relationships were observed between parental bonding and attitudes toward suicide.conclusionthis study suggests that
a higher level of maternal care ensures that children think that suicide occurs less commonly .
the promotion of best practices for suicide prevention among medical students is needed .
child rearing support might be associated with suicide prevention .
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3-
previous studies have shown that difficulties with parental bonding during childhood could be a predisposing factor for the onset of many
psychiatric conditions , such as anxiety , depressive states , and maladjusted behaviors.68 parental bonding and premorbid personality traits
play an important role in shaping the developmental trajectory of an individual , including his / her ability to adjust to stressful events .

5- the objective of this study was to investigate whether parental bonding is associated with attitudes toward suicide among medical college
students in japan .

8- the demographic data ( age and sex ) were obtained from self - questionnaires and interviews .

14- higher scores on the care and protection dimensions reveal that participants perceive their parents to be more caring and/or protective .

39- right to suicide was significantly associated with common occurrence , unjustified behavior , and preventability / readiness to help .

43- the majority of the participants in our study agreed that anyone could commit suicide ( 88.8% ) and that suicide is preventable ( 86.3% ) .

44- in addition , the multiple regression analysis revealed that participants who reported a higher level of maternal care thought that suicide
was a common occurrence and tended to think that people do not have the right to commit suicide .
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6- students in their fifth year of medical school at hirosaki university , hirosaki , japan , participated in the study .

7- the surveys were distributed to 226 medical students . of the distributed 226 surveys , 160 questionnaires ( 116 males and 44 females )

13- the overprotection dimension of the pbi reflects parental overprotection and control in contrast to the encouragement of autonomy .

14- higher scores on the care and protection dimensions reveal that participants perceive their parents to be more caring and/or protective .

15- we employed the japanese version of the attitudes toward suicide questionnaire ( atts ) to assess the attitudes toward suicide held by the
study participants.12 we employed a six factor model that was previously developed in studies of japanese attitudes , including

16- common occurrence , suicidal expression as mere threat , unjustified behavior ,

17- impulsiveness.12,13 each item , with the exception of items 10 and 28 , was scored on a five point scale from 1 ( strongly agree ) to 5 (
strongly disagree ) .
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in vivo calcium imaging through microscopes has enabled deep brain imaging of previously inaccessible neuronal populations within the
brains of freely moving subjects .
however , microendoscopic data suffer from high levels of background fluorescence as well as an increased potential for overlapping
neuronal signals .
previous methods fail in identifying neurons and demixing their temporal activity because the cellular signals are often submerged in the
large fluctuating background . here
we develop an efficient method to extract cellular signals with minimal influence from the background .
we model the background with two realistic components : ( 1 ) one models the constant baseline and slow trends of each pixel , and ( 2 )
the other models the fast fluctuations from out - of - focus signals and is therefore constrained to have low spatial - frequency structure .
this decomposition avoids cellular signals being absorbed into the background term . after subtracting the background approximated with
this model , we use constrained nonnegative matrix factorization ( cnmf , @xcite ) to better demix neural signals and get their denoised and
deconvolved temporal activity .
we validate our method on simulated and experimental data , where it shows fast , reliable , and high quality signal extraction under a wide
variety of imaging parameters .
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1- . continued advances in optical imaging technology are greatly expanding the number and depth of neuronal populations that can be
visualized .

2-
specifically , in vivo calcium imaging through microendoscopic lenses and the development of miniaturized microscopes have enabled
deep brain imaging of previously inaccessible neuronal populations of freely moving mice ( @xcite ) . while these techniques have been
widely used by neuroscientists ,

20-

like the proposed cnmf in @xcite , our extended cnmf for microendoscopic data ( cnmf - e ) also has the capability of identifying neurons
with low signal - to - noise ratio ( snr ) and simultaneously denoising , deconvolving and demixing large - scale microendoscopic data . to
accomplish this : ( 1 ) we replace the rank-1 nmf approximation of the background with a more sophisticated approximation , which can
better account the complex background and avoid absorbing cellular signals , and ( 2 ) we develop an efficient initialization procedure to
extract neural activities with minimal influence from the background .

71- @xmath56 is a template matching filter to detect spatial structures with similar shapes and sizes . for flat structures in the small regions ,
like background , filtering them with @xmath56

134- in this paper , we proposed an efficient method for extracting cellular signals from microendoscopic data ; such methods are in very high
demand in the neuroscience community .

136- our method shows credible performances in recovering the real neuronal signals and outperforms the previous standard pca - ica method .
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0- monitoring the activity of large - scale neuronal ensembles during complex behavioral states is fundamental to neuroscience research

11- our work is based on a matrix factorization approach , which can simultaneously segment cells and estimate changes in fluorescence in the
temporal domain .

26- the video data we have are observations from the optical field for a total number of @xmath2 frames .

64-
we estimate the temporal component of one neuron @xmath15 from spatially filtered data and then use it to extract the corresponding
spatial footprint @xmath14 from the raw data . in the step of estimating @xmath14 , we re - order all frames to make nearby frames share
the similar local background levels and then take the temporal differencing to remove the background signals temporally .

105- we also display @xmath98 tightly clustered neurons in the simulated data ( figure [ fig : sim]e ) to demonstrate that our cnmf - e approach
can accurately detect and demix their activity ( figure [ fig : sim]g ) .

107- in contrast , pca - ica based detection can only detect two neurons and the calcium traces have high level of noise .
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statistical learning theory chiefly studies restricted hypothesis classes , particularly those with finite vapnik - chervonenkis ( vc ) dimension
.
the fundamental quantity of interest is the sample complexity : the number of samples required to learn to a specified level of accuracy .
here we consider learning over the set of all computable labeling functions .
since the vc - dimension is infinite and a priori ( uniform ) bounds on the number of samples are impossible , we let the learning algorithm
decide when it has seen sufficient samples to have learned . we first show that learning in this setting is indeed possible , and develop a
learning algorithm .
we then show , however , that bounding sample complexity independently of the distribution is impossible .
notably , this impossibility is entirely due to the requirement that the learning algorithm be computable , and not due to the statistical nature
of the problem .
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6- an alternative approach , and one we follow in this paper , is simply to consider a single learning model that includes all possible classifica-
tion methods .

8- since the vc - dimension is clearly infinite , there are no uniform bounds ( independent of the distribution and the target concept ) on the
number of samples needed to learn accurately @xcite .

10-
, it is natural to allow the learning algorithm to decide when it has seen sufficiently many labeled samples based on the training samples
seen up to now and their labels . since the above learning model includes any practical classification scheme , we term it universal ( pac- )
learning .

11- we first show that there is a computable learning algorithm in our universal setting .

19- our results imply that computable learning algorithms in the universal setting must waste samples ” in the sense of requiring more samples
than is necessary for statistical reasons alone .

81- then we will contrast this to the case of an uncomputable learning algorithm .
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50-

( semantic requirements ) for any @xmath27 , for any concept @xmath8 , and distribution @xmath9 over @xmath2 , if the oracle returns
pairs @xmath28 for @xmath29 drawn iid from @xmath9 , then @xmath0 always halts , and with probability at least @xmath12 outputs a
hypothesis @xmath13 such that @xmath30 ¡ {
varepsilon}$ ]

64- suppose @xmath36 is an infinite sequence of iid samples drawn from @xmath9 .

75- the learning algorithm queries the oracle as necessary for new learning samples and their labeling .

78- note that it seems necessary to expand the hypothesis space to include all partial recursive functions because the concept space of total
recursive functions does not have a recursive enumeration ( it is uncomputable whether a given program is total recursive or not ) .

79- we will see in theorem [ thm : nobound ] that there is no bound @xmath55 on the number of samples queried by any computable learning
algorithm in our setting .

80- let us obtain some intuition for why that is true for the above learning algorithm .
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in this paper , we propose majority voting neural networks for sparse signal recovery in binary compressed sensing .
the majority voting neural network is composed of several independently trained feedforward neural networks employing the sigmoid
function as an activation function .
our empirical study shows that a choice of a loss function used in training processes for the network is of prime importance .
we found a loss function suitable for sparse signal recovery , which includes a cross entropy - like term and an @xmath0 regularized term .
from the experimental results
, we observed that the majority voting neural network achieves excellent recovery performance , which is approaching the optimal perfor-
mance as the number of component nets grows .
the simple architecture of the majority voting neural networks would be beneficial for both software and hardware implementations .
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40- requires only several matrix - vector products to obtain an output signal , which is an estimate signal of the sparse vector @xmath12 .

48- the signal propagates from left to right and the output signal @xmath17 eventually comes out from the output layer . the network should
be trained so that the output signal @xmath17 is an accurate estimation of the original sparse signal @xmath12 .

168- in this paper , we proposed sparse signal recovery schemes based on neural networks for binary compressed sensing .

169- our empirical study shows a choice of the loss function used for training neural networks is of prime importance to achieve excellent
reconstruction performance .

170- we found a loss function suitable for this purpose , which includes a cross entropy like term and an @xmath0 regularized term .

173- the simple architecture of the majority voting neural network would be beneficial for both software and hardware implementation .
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19- the paper @xcite presents binary iterative hard thresholding ( biht ) algorithm by reforming iterative hard thresholding ( iht ) algorithm
@xcite .

20- although the known sparse recovery algorithms exhibit reasonable sparse recovery performance , it may not be suitable for applications in
high speed wireless communications .

48- the signal propagates from left to right and the output signal @xmath17 eventually comes out from the output layer . the network should
be trained so that the output signal @xmath17 is an accurate estimation of the original sparse signal @xmath12 .

137-

the outputs from these neural network are combined by soft majority voting nodes and the final estimation vector is obtained by rounding
the output from the soft majority voting nodes . combining a several neural networks to obtain improved performance is not a novel idea ,
e.g. , @xcite , but it will be shown that the idea is very effective for our purpose . from statistics of reconstruction errors occurred in our
computer experiments , we observed that many reconstruction error events ( i.e. , @xmath97 ) occur due to only one symbol mismatch .

149- note that implementation of neural networks with fpga is recently becoming a hot research topic @xcite .

151-
the length of the sparse signal is set to @xmath59 and the sparseness parameter is set to @xmath110 . ) , width=317 ] from fig.[fig
: rr and m k6 ] , we can observe significant improvement in recovery performance compared with the performance of the single neural
network . a single feedforward neural network discussed in the previous section


